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Say hello to your red light !

Before starting your first session , please make sure to read this manual as it may 
explain important operating procedures . 

Notes : Each led diode inside with dual chips at 1 pc 660nm and 1 pc 850nm . 
Near Infrared 850nm is invisible to the human naked eyes .

Rating Power

Actual Power

Product Size

LED QTY

Net Weight

Wavelength

EMF

Irradiance

Timer

Material

Lifespan                             

64W

20W

400*200*5MM

160*0.4W

1.06 KG

660nm : 850nm = 1 : 1

0 UT

0 Inch: > 100 mW/c㎡
 
20 Minutes

Fabric

Over 50,000 Hours

104W        

33W         

600*200*5MM         

260*0.4W
 
1.12 KG

The red light device uses combo red 660nm and Infrared 850nm leds which is 
chosen to give the ideal wavelengths found in the scientific research of the last 
decades .
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PACKAGE CONTENTS

• 1*Red Light Therapy Pad

• 1*Stretchy Band

• 1*Remote Control

• 1*Adaptor

• 1*Power cord

• 1*Usb cable

RH32

RH52

Package list of per model

Red Light 
Therapy Belt
User Manual

Introduction

Thank you for purchasing light therapy device!You've
chosen the only device that was purposefully designed to provide the most 
optimal light therapy experience possible.

The device delivers clinical-grade irradiance at both 660 nm visible red light 
850 nm nonvisible near infrared light or a combination of both. 
These light wavelengths have been scientifically proven to provide therapeutic 
effects.

Product features
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How Works

works by emitting red and near infrared light within a certain range of therapeutic 
wavelengths and intensity these treatments penetrate your body tc generate a 
number of health benefits following.

Many of these benefits happen because red and near infrared light activates
various metabolic pathways, leading to increased production of ATP(adenosine 
triphosphate enhanced cellular signaling,and elevated protein synthesis. Red 
and near infrared light therapy has been proven to be effective for a wide range 
of health issues including but not limited to the following.

Red Light at 660nm
Most of red light absorbed by your skin,
leading to increase collagen production and 
optimal skin health

Near Infrared light at 850nm
Near Infrared light penetrates deeper within 
your body enhancing muscle recovery and 
reducing joint pain

The light energy emitted by Uno Vita should be used on bare skin for best results.
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Function introduction

Power bank

Uno Vita therapy pad can be used 
with power bank, connect the both 
port of pad and power bank with a 
usb cable. 

Plug in

Once plugged in, connect the 
Uno Vita pad and adaptor to get 
started.
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Function introduction

Red + IR
RED

IR

HZ(PLUSE)

POWER SWITCH
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Research shows , that the wavelengths in the spectrum of 660-900nm show 
optimal biotical response .

Even though this technology don’t have side effects , we suggest taking the 
following prec autions :
This device is not waterproof !
Not intended for the use by children and pregnant woman.
Do not exceed 30 Min. on one same treatment.

Muscle and Joints pain 

Speed wound healing 

Hair Re-growth

Enhanced blood circulation 

Aging spots and wrinkle removal

Increase collagen
 
Weight loss 

Anti-inflammatory 

Pain relief

Benefits backed by science
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Here show you some examples how to use the red light device . You and your 
pets can enjoy the red light at different ways for like shoulder,back,feet knee ect .

Application
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Due to the design material, please store it according to the suggested method. 
The lamp beads caused by improper storage method will not be bright or 
damaged, not coverd by warranty.

Warning prompt

Folding will damage the product 
without warranty

please unfold and flat when not in 
use






